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not easy circumstances is a suite of startling tales in regards to the truth of crime and
complaints in Ireland. In those stories, there are not any crime bosses with old fashioned
nicknames; the police Hard Cases don t gather handy clues that inform them who
dunnit.Instead, we get circumstances either recognized and vague during which the result is
usually just, occasionally unsettling.It starts off with Dessie O Hare s final Stand, which
documents in breathtaking element the interior tale of a infamous kidnapping. It ends with The
Small Legend of Karl Crawley, the tale of a occasionally gentle, occasionally wild younger
Dublin guy who chanced on a stunning means of combating again opposed to authority.There s
the tale of the way Peter Mathews went right into a police station to reply to questions about a
petty crime and ended up dead, with gardai protecting up the explanation why. How did Fr
Molloy come to die within the bed room of his married friends? What Hard Cases occurred while
a guy got here domestic to discover his daughter s boyfriend wielding Hard Cases a
hatchet?Then there are the tales of murder, incest, libel and the criminal war among rival Elvis
fans."
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